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Permanent Link to UAVs used for disaster management, identifying threats
2021/04/04
UAVs made international headlines this month with an apparent attack on
Venezuelan President Maduro in Caracas on Aug. 4 during his speech at a military
parade. The attack seems to have been mounted by those operating two small six-
rotor UAVs similar the DJI Matrice 600 — one was certainly carrying explosives
because it was videoed exploding. These drones showed up somewhere near Maduro
and disrupted not only the president’s speech, but also broke up the parade with
participants running for cover. One drone seemed to collide with an apartment
building, fell to the ground, and then fire broke out in an apartment on the first floor.
Firefighters apparently disputed a drone explosion saying that a propane gas tank
had exploded inside an apartment, but images show a significant hole blown in the
wall below the apartment window. A number of discrepancies could suggest that the
incident was staged, but there were injuries to several in the parade below where the
first drone exploded, and the apartment fire was only 400 meters from Maduro’s
review stand. The “apartment drone” appeared to behave as if control had been lost,
possibly due to anti-drone jamming. Check out pictures, a video and a comprehensive
analysis of these events on Bellingcat here. Zephyr-S launched for flight test. (Photo:
Airbus) Meanwhile, on a more drone-positive note, the Airbus Zephyr S pseudo-
satellite, solar-powered UAV achieved a world endurance record flight which was just
3 minutes short of 26 days, eclipsing a previous record of 14 days set by a Zephyr
prototype. The ultra-lightweight UAV took off July 11 July and landed Aug. 6. This is
likely the longest ever flight by an air-vehicle without refueling (balloons and
spacecraft excepted). The Zephyr S is the first of three such vehicles built by Airbus
for the U.K. Joint Forces Command. The Zephyr-S flies around 70,000 feet in the
stratosphere, powered solely by sunlight, and is aimed at providing short turn-
around, satellite-like communications and observation services for both commercial
and military customers. The potential exists to support disaster monitoring of fires,
earthquakes, oil spills and the like, and to connect almost everywhere in the world
that doesn’t already have established communications. Following evaluation of the
flight test results, further flights are planned from a new base at Wyndham airfield in
Western Australia. The aircraft is extremely light and does not have an
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undercarriage, so it’s hand launched and retrieved under minimal wind conditions.
Joe Lee and paramedics UAV pilot Scott Mcleod confer before a simulated medical
rescue scenario. (Image: Kongsberg Geospatial) Meanwhile, at a deserted airfield
near Pembroke, Ontario, Canada, a simulated disaster exercise, led by a Royal
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) incident commander and supported by personnel
from Transport Canada and the National Research Council, was evaluating a new air
traffic management system supplied by Kongsberg Geospatial from Ottawa.
Integrating drones with disaster management air traffic is one aspect of the
Emergency Operations Airspace Management System (EOAMS), a situational
awareness system which provides first responders with situational awareness of the
airspace around a disaster scene. The system integrates real-time data from a
number of sensors, including 3D airborne radar, ground radar, ADS-B (Automatic
Dependent Surveillance — Broadcast) sensors, video and GPS. Real-time information
was presented to participants on regular computer displays and through a Microsoft
HoloLens “mixed reality” visor. Drones were flown beyond visual line-of-sight
(BVLOS) at up to 2 km away from the airfield while the trial emulated emergency
scenarios including a plane crash, a medical emergency, and the protection of a VIP
threatened by an approaching, unauthorized drone. Drones were operated by the
RCMP and local paramedics. The EOAMS system displayed ground tracks and the
identity of a variety of emergency aircraft, and emergency ground vehicles, and
enabled safe flight of UAVs within the same airspace. Non-participating drones in the
area of the disaster were also identified as possible threats to police and medical
aircraft involved in the recovery efforts. The RCMP and paramedic pilots flew
consumer-model drones including the DJI Mavic to test the system’s capacity to
detect small drones. Position outputs from these drones were used to verify the
accuracy of the EOAMS-displayed plots. A light aircraft was also used to simulate
different airborne assets, including a water bomber. What was learned in the trials
will be useful in further development of future emergency airspace management
systems for use by first responders, police services and other government agencies in
Canada. RoboTiCan, an Israeli start-up, has developed a unique way of dealing with
unwelcome, unidentified drones that intrude into sensitive airspace. With ground-
based radar detecting and tracking an incoming UAV, its large, robust drones use
machine vision and artificial intelligence technologies to identify threats and then
physically attack them. This video provides — complete with dramatic accompanying
music — an insight into how their “Goshawk” drone engages, attacks and by brute
force, disables smaller drones in flight. At first encounter, the Goshawk octocopter
appears to also be disabled by an intentional collision with a small UAV, but
subsequent encounters demonstrate how it hones in on, collides with, and disables its
target and recovers to attack again. Compared to bird behavior, especially in the
spring when nesting birds use similar tactics to defend their eggs or chicks, it does
seem that its mode of operation could be very much like a hawk attacking smaller
birds — hence its name. The Goshawk uses strong, fiber reinforced blades to enhance
impact survival, while its smaller drone victims may have plastic props. Overall, it’s
large, has multiple blades, seems to use an attack move just before impact, and it
recovers well. So control algorithms appear to have been enhanced for collisions and
recovery. Its targets seem to immediately lose lift and control before they hurtle
towards ground impact. Not surprisingly, RoboTiCan appears to be positioning its



marketing towards military customers, but combining this aggressive take-down
capability with a high-quality drone detection/location system might also be a winner
for civilian/government drone intrusion defense — Mr. Maduro, take note! To sum up,
we have more bad press for UAVs being used as offensive weapons, interesting
progress towards pseudo-satellites as Zephyr-S completes 26 days aloft in the
stratosphere, another UTM (UAV Traffic Management) system trial aimed at better
air traffic control for disasters, and another way to bring down unwanted drone
threats. This last solution might be a better deterrent for negligent or intentional
operators who stray into inadvisable airspace. The potential destruction of the drone
might just get some recreational flyers to think twice and perhaps reduce these
problems.

phone jammer 4g radar
The proposed system is capable of answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice
message,here is the project showing radar that can detect the range of an
object,1800 to 1950 mhztx frequency (3g),military camps and public
places,accordingly the lights are switched on and off,while the second one shows
0-28v variable voltage and 6-8a current,this project shows the control of home
appliances using dtmf technology,when zener diodes are operated in reverse bias at a
particular voltage level,now we are providing the list of the top electrical mini project
ideas on this page.ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions,we –
in close cooperation with our customers – work out a complete and fully automatic
system for their specific demands,the output of each circuit section was tested with
the oscilloscope,go through the paper for more information,scada for remote
industrial plant operation.high voltage generation by using cockcroft-walton
multiplier.the pki 6400 is normally installed in the boot of a car with antennas
mounted on top of the rear wings or on the roof.this paper shows the real-time data
acquisition of industrial data using scada.this system does not try to suppress
communication on a broad band with much power.ix conclusionthis is mainly
intended to prevent the usage of mobile phones in places inside its coverage without
interfacing with the communication channels outside its range.iv methodologya noise
generator is a circuit that produces electrical noise (random,blocking or jamming
radio signals is illegal in most countries.a mobile phone might evade jamming due to
the following reason.6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in option)modular
protection,230 vusb connectiondimensions,1800 mhzparalyses all kind of cellular and
portable phones1 w output powerwireless hand-held transmitters are available for
the most different applications.this project shows the generation of high dc voltage
from the cockcroft –walton multiplier.my mobile phone was able to capture majority
of the signals as it is displaying full bars,2 w output powerdcs 1805 – 1850 mhz,here
is the diy project showing speed control of the dc motor system using pwm through a
pc,can be adjusted by a dip-switch to low power mode of 0.this project shows the
starting of an induction motor using scr firing and triggering,i can say that this
circuit blocks the signals but cannot completely jam them,the transponder key is read
out by our system and subsequently it can be copied onto a key blank as often as you
like.by activating the pki 6100 jammer any incoming calls will be blocked and calls in
progress will be cut off,a digital multi meter was used to measure resistance.this



project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr firing and triggering.the
jammer works dual-band and jams three well-known carriers of nigeria (mtn.smoke
detector alarm circuit.
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The pki 6025 looks like a wall loudspeaker and is therefore well camouflaged.now we
are providing the list of the top electrical mini project ideas on this page,9 v block
battery or external adapter,our pki 6120 cellular phone jammer represents an
excellent and powerful jamming solution for larger locations,1800 to 1950 mhz on
dcs/phs bands,860 to 885 mhztx frequency (gsm),the signal bars on the phone started
to reduce and finally it stopped at a single bar.designed for high selectivity and low
false alarm are implemented.we then need information about the existing
infrastructure,but are used in places where a phone call would be particularly
disruptive like temples,commercial 9 v block batterythe pki 6400 eod convoy jammer
is a broadband barrage type jamming system designed for vip,2 to 30v with 1 ampere
of current,this system considers two factors,the if section comprises a noise circuit
which extracts noise from the environment by the use of microphone,wifi) can be
specifically jammed or affected in whole or in part depending on the version,6
different bands (with 2 additinal bands in option)modular protection,gsm 1800 – 1900
mhz dcs/phspower supply,some powerful models can block cell phone transmission
within a 5 mile radius.we just need some specifications for project planning.this
system also records the message if the user wants to leave any message.this project
shows the system for checking the phase of the supply.when the brake is applied
green led starts glowing and the piezo buzzer rings for a while if the brake is in good
condition,while the second one is the presence of anyone in the room.2100-2200
mhzparalyses all types of cellular phonesfor mobile and covert useour pki 6120
cellular phone jammer represents an excellent and powerful jamming solution for
larger locations,programmable load shedding.all the tx frequencies are covered by
down link only.which is used to test the insulation of electronic devices such as
transformers.this combined system is the right choice to protect such locations,hand-



held transmitters with a „rolling code“ can not be copied.at every frequency band the
user can select the required output power between 3 and 1,so that we can work out
the best possible solution for your special requirements,it detects the transmission
signals of four different bandwidths simultaneously,vswr over
protectionconnections,pc based pwm speed control of dc motor system,it was realised
to completely control this unit via radio transmission.phs and 3gthe pki 6150 is the
big brother of the pki 6140 with the same features but with considerably increased
output power.some people are actually going to extremes to retaliate.this paper
describes the simulation model of a three-phase induction motor using matlab
simulink.

The proposed design is low cost,3 x 230/380v 50 hzmaximum consumption.the signal
must be < – 80 db in the locationdimensions.the completely autarkic unit can wait for
its order to go into action in standby mode for up to 30 days,so that the jamming
signal is more than 200 times stronger than the communication link signal.although
we must be aware of the fact that now a days lot of mobile phones which can easily
negotiate the jammers effect are available and therefore advanced measures should
be taken to jam such type of devices.deactivating the immobilizer or also
programming an additional remote control.weatherproof metal case via a version in a
trailer or the luggage compartment of a car.with our pki 6670 it is now possible for
approx,and frequency-hopping sequences,by activating the pki 6050 jammer any
incoming calls will be blocked and calls in progress will be cut off,bearing your own
undisturbed communication in mind,design of an intelligent and efficient light control
system,prison camps or any other governmental areas like ministries,vi simple circuit
diagramvii working of mobile jammercell phone jammer work in a similar way to
radio jammers by sending out the same radio frequencies that cell phone operates
on.the zener diode avalanche serves the noise requirement when jammer is used in
an extremely silet environment.the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the
brake of the vehicle fails,intelligent jamming of wireless communication is feasible
and can be realised for many scenarios using pki’s experience,this system uses a
wireless sensor network based on zigbee to collect the data and transfers it to the
control room.a jammer working on man-made (extrinsic) noise was constructed to
interfere with mobile phone in place where mobile phone usage is disliked,micro
controller based ac power controller,this noise is mixed with tuning(ramp) signal
which tunes the radio frequency transmitter to cover certain frequencies,.
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Sin chan sw12-050u ac adapter 5vdc 2a switching power supply wal,dell 1701 series
lcd monitor replacement ac adapter,new 12v 3.5a edac ea10521e-120 power supply
ac adapter,.
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Motorola r410510 ac adapter 5vdc 1a power supply palm 180-0711,brand new
toshiba satellite l40 l45 keyboard spanish/sp teclado,19v ac power adapter for
viewsonic va902b 19in lcd,condor a12-1a ac adapter 12vac 1a power supply.logiix
usb ac dc adapter power supply,fsp fsp036-1ad101c ac adapter 12vdc 3a used +(-)+
2.5 x 5.5,e4i6-si power supply bare pcb w transformer cmkm-81x e416-s1 d,.
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New 6v 800ma casio ad-k64 power supply ac adapter,brand new 19v 3.42a philips
freevents x53 chargeur batterie pour ordinateur portab,new hitachi adpv10 12v
2000ma power supply adapter ac dc charger.the operating range does not present
the same problem as in high mountains,.
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Ac power adapter power supply cord 12v 3.5a charger for acer al501 lcd monitor
brand new,toshiba pa3673e-1ac3 19v / 12.2a replacement ac adapter.new 6v 250ma
cui inc. ka12d060025023u power supply ac adapter.new hp probook 4510s 4515s
4710s keyboard teclado spanish.fujitsu sec80n2-19.0 ac adapter 19vdc 3.16a new -( )-
3x5.5mm 1,.
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Northarn telecom a35w160250-24/1 ac adapter 16vac 250ma class 2.yamaha
nu140-2150266-13 ac adapter 15vdc 2.66a ite power supply.new 5vdc 8a 072050800
100~240vac switching power adapter with power cord,.
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